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Abstract—Cloud computing is based on the sharing of physical
resources among several virtual machines through a virtualization layer providing software isolation. Despite advances in
virtualization, data security and isolation guarantees remain
important challenges for cloud providers. Some of the most
prominent isolation violations come from side-channel attacks
that aim at exploiting and using a leaky channel to obtain
sensitive data such as encryption keys. Such channels may
be created by vulnerable implementations of cryptographic
algorithms, exploiting weaknesses of processor architectures or
of resource sharing in the virtualization layer. In this paper,
we provide a comprehensive survey of side-channel attacks
(SCA) and mitigation techniques for virtualized environments,
focusing on cache-based attacks. We review isolation challenges,
attack classes and techniques. We also provide a layer-based
taxonomy of applicable counter-measures, from the hardware to
the application level, with an assessment of their effectiveness.
Index Terms—side-channel attacks, cloud computing, cachebased side-channel attacks, timing attacks, isolation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud computing enables on-demand access to a shared
pool of computing, storage and networking resources. This
model allows customers to use mutualized software and
hardware resources, abstracted as services, and hosted by
cloud providers such as Amazon. Virtualization is the main
enabler for sharing physical resources of a host among
virtual machines through a hypervisor abstraction layer [1].
By partitioning physical resources, virtualization enables
software isolation between virtual machines. However,
resource sharing among different users and hardware
virtualization are challenging [2] [3]. Many optimization
mechanisms and techniques have therefore been proposed
at the application, hypervisor, OS and hardware levels [4].
Unfortunately, despite their benefits, such approaches raise
major security concerns, in particular, because resource
sharing between several entities has a strong impact on
isolation in such environments. Potential threats include data
confidentiality and integrity, and availability of provided
services (e.g., DDoS threats [5]). Among known threats to
data security in a virtualized environment such as the cloud,
Side-Channel Attacks (SCA) target highly sensitive data and
computations, e.g., cryptographic operations. SCAs use a
hidden channel that leaks information on an operation such
as AES encryption, typically execution time or cache access

patterns. Such channels are commonly created in software
implementation of cryptographic algorithms, in a number
of techniques and mechanisms and techniques widely used
in hypervisors such as memory deduplication and in the
hardware design itself, e.g., in the Last-Level Cache (LLC)
of processors. SCAs can be applied to a wide range of
computing devices from smartcards to VMs. Their impact
may be greater than other attacks targeting cryptographic
algorithms as they attempt to retrieve secret data without any
special privileged access and in a non-exhaustive manner.
There are different categories of the attack regarding to
the type of exploited channel; Timing attacks, Cache attacks
Electromagnetic attacks, and Power-monitoring attacks.
Electromagnetic attacks and power-monitoring attacks are
more applicable to physical devices such as smartcards.
Cache-based and timing attacks are the main software
attacks applicable in cloud computing because of sharing
the resources and virtualization techniques. To mitigate these
attacks, countermeasures may be applied at three different
levels: application, system, and hardware. Each level of
defense has its own challenges, benefits and limitations
w.r.t. metrics for assessing effectiveness, e.g., performance
overhead, or compatibility with legacy. Application-level
approaches to mitigation are based on programming and
software implementation techniques to make sensitive
applications such as OpenSSL SCA-resistant. Instead, system
and hardware approaches explore how to enforce loose and
strong isolation between computing elements respectively.
While isolation risks and countermeasures are now fairly
well-understood for a virtualized system when considering
control of main communication channels (authorization), it
is much less so when channels are indirect (side-channels).
Due to the increasing complexity of virtualization stacks,
blending multiple layers of variable levels of trustworthiness,
it is thus important to provide a comprehensive overview
of those security issues to help architects, developers, and
security teams to prevent, detect, and react to such attacks
by pinpointing the key elements not to overlook and by
suggesting some countermeasures.
The objective of this paper is to provide an in-depth survey of
security issues related to side-channels for virtualized systems.
We identify security challenges, and cover possible attack
types and existing countermeasures, providing also some

recommendations regarding possible mitigation techniques.
We also sketch some directions for future attacks, extending
towards distributed SCAs.
At the date of the writing this paper, we have found three
surveys on side-channel attacks [6]–[8], of which only the
latter addresses attacks in virtualized environments. The latter
discusses threats and challenges in the cloud, provides some
information on the cache architectures of the processors, a
subset of current cache attack techniques in virtualized environments, as well as several countermeasures. These attacks
are becoming a more and more important security concern
in cloud computing. We present a taxonomy of attacks, and
discuss types of attacks as well as countermeasures.
We provide the following original contributions :
• Root cause analysis. We identify the root causes for isolation breakouts in virtualization which can be exploited
as SCAs.
• Survey of attack techniques. We provide a complete and
detailed survey of attack types and attack techniques.
• Survey of countermeasures. We present a taxonomy of
applicable countermeasures which are finely categorized
into three broad kinds of mitigation, with a brief description of approaches and several security solutions for their
root causes.
• Security recommendations. We provide security recommendations useful for mitigation of side-channel attacks,
focusing on new virtualized infrastructures that have been
targeted by recent attacks.
This survey is organized as follows. Section II provides some
background on cloud computing and virtualization. Section III
reviews security challenges for a virtualized environment,
focusing on isolation. Sections IV and V explain side-channel
attacks and their techniques. Section VI discusses approaches
for attack mitigation at different levels. Section VII gives an
outlook of future attacks, potentially concerned systems and
infrastructures, and security recommendations for mitigation.
Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. C LOUD AND V IRTUALIZATION OVERVIEW
Three main cloud deployment models may be distinguished.
A private cloud is owned and operated by a single company
to provide for its IT requests, while a public cloud is operated
by a cloud provider to provide IT services to, typically large
numbers of, external customers. A hybrid cloud uses the base
of a private cloud and combines it with the use strategy of
public cloud services. Three types of services are customary
offered by cloud providers. SaaS and PaaS constitute higherlevel services, while IaaS are low-level services provided by
a cloud provider. Security for SaaS and PaaS services is
guaranteed by the cloud provider because customers do not
have permission to access to underlying components of the
service. However, IaaS security is a concern for the provider
as the customer has complete control on the rented service.
Virtualization is the cornerstone of cloud computing by
enabling multiple operating systems to be consolidated on a

virtualization layer so that physical resources can be shared
among them. This, in turn, allows for dynamic resource
allocation and service provisioning. There are different types
of virtualization; paravirtualization, full-virtualization and
hardware-assisted virtualization. Using paravirtualization the
guest OS is modified. It require substantial OS modifications
in user applications. However, the hypervisor should support
this capability. This technique is not fully transparent from a
VM’s point of view [1]. Using full virtualization, all system
resources are virtualized i.e., processors, memory, and I/O
devices and run an unmodified operating system including all
its installed software on top of the host operating system. This
is a fully transparent technique. Hardware-level virtualization
is nowadays supported by Intel and AMD directly on the
processor level, respectively by VT-X and AMD-V techniques.
In contrast to VM-based virtualization techniques, Linux
containers are often used as a lightweight virtualization solution. LXC and Docker containers that are designed to facilitate container management. Despite advantages of containers,
they constitute, however, not the final word in lightweight
virtualization. Recently, unikernels have been developed which
are more flexible and reliable than containers. They are more
lightweight than Docker containers and offer excellent security
properties by reducing the attack surface through a thin virtualization layer. Regarding security, the choice between VM
and container is a challenging decision. Securing containers
is much more challenging than other virtualization methods,
even though containers create a strong isolating environment
for users. Cloud security frequently relies on hypervisors that
implement security mechanisms such as isolation between
virtual machines. Isolation is the main security-related feature
in virtualized environments. Generally, isolation can be implemented at two different levels: at the hardware and software
levels. As an example of hardware isolation, dedicating a L1
cache to each CPU core provides a rigid isolation between
two cores of CPU. The sliding of a LLC in Intel processors
is another kind of hardware isolation to protect per-core data.
Software-based isolation provided by are usually implemented
in the OS or at the virtual machine monitor (VMM) level to
isolate two threads, processes or virtual machines.Varadarajan
et al [9] suggest an approach to provide software isolation
between two VMs at the hypervisor level. Co-residency — i.e.,
different customers placed in the same physical infrastructure,
VMs placed on the same physical machine — has an important security impact in such environments [10]. Embedded
security mechanisms can then be bypassed by an attacker,
thus threatening the security of data and computations. Sidechannel attacks are an example of such attacks. Furthermore,
in the case of containers, they execute on the same operating
system. A host therefore shares its resources among containers
which are owned by different users.
III. S ECURITY C HALLENGES OF V IRTUALIZATION
Using virtualization, physical hosts can run several virtual
machines in parallel, typically by means of a hypervisor. VMs
are then executed on the cores of a processor. However, virtu-

virtualized environment because of their potential for powerful
parallel processing. However, the cache hierarchy, especially
the LLC, can be exploited as a vulnerable channel that leaks
information on processes running on the cores. Figure 1 shows
the cache hierarchy and its position w.r.t. VMs and the main
memory.
B. Inclusive caches

Figure 1: Sharing of resources and cache issue in virtualization

alization technology may have a strong impact on the security
of hosts and hypervisor. In the following, we present several
security challenges which may directly/indirectly (Table. II)
compromise isolation in a virtualized environments (Table. I).
A. Issues of Shared Caches in Modern Processors
The memory hierarchy, especially cache memory, plays an
important role for the performance of a computer system [11].
Caches are specialized memory layers placed between the
CPU and the main memory (RAM). They are used to significantly improve the execution efficiency by reducing the
speed mismatch between the CPU (which operates in GHz
clock cycles) and RAM (whose accesses require hundreds of
clock cycles). Today, there are typically three levels of cache:
L1, L2 and L3 (LLC, last-level cache) levels. The L1 and L2
caches are usually private to each core and the LLC is shared
among all cores of processor. The LLC is much larger (size
of megabytes) than the L1 and L2 caches (which are sized in
kilobytes). Caches are divided into equal blocks called ways
and consisting of cache lines. Cache lines with the same index
in ways form a set (Fig. 2). When the processor needs access
(read or write data) to a specific location in RAM, it checks
whether a copy of data is already present in the L1, L2 or
LLC caches. If the data is found at any cache level (a cache
hit), the CPU performs operations on the cache using only a
few CPU cycles. Otherwise a cache miss has occurred and the
processor needs to bring data from RAM at a much slower
pace. Multi-core processors are nowadays widely used in a

Two cache architectures are common in modern processors:
inclusive and exclusive ones. Exclusive caches do not use
redundant copies. Exclusiveness, e.g., used in the AMD Athlon
processor, enables higher cache capacity. In inclusive architectures, all cache lines in L1 and L2 are also available in the
LLC. For example, the architecture of LLC in Intel’s Nehalem
processors is inclusive in order to reduce snoop traffic between
cores and sockets of the processor [13]. Inclusiveness provides
less cache capacity but offers higher performance. On the other
hand, inclusive caches may be exploited in a malicious way
to perform cache-based side-channel attacks. When a cache
line is evicted from the LLC, it is also evicted from L2 and
L1 caches. A malicious user can then perform an attack by
evicting caches lines from the LLC and measure the fetch time
of a memory line from RAM, to gather tracking information
on the fetched lines.
C. Simultaneous multi-threading
Simultaneous multi-threading (SMT), such as Intel’s HyperThreading (HT), enables multiple threads to be run in parallel
on a single core of a processor in order to improve execution
speed. SMT allows sharing of dedicated resources of a core,
mainly its L1 cache, between multiple threads running on
the same core. This sharing can leak information between
threads (of a core) and may be used by a malicious thread
to gather information from other threads. SMT can potentially
ease cache-based side-channel attacks [14] [15].
D. Data Deduplication
Online storage is one of the most-popular services offered
by cloud providers. To maximize the number of users of
a storage service, cloud providers constantly look for new
means to store data more efficiently. Data deduplication is
a widely-used technique to this end. It stores a single copy of
redundant data belonging to different users. In addition, it also
saves network bandwidth by requiring much less data transfers
across network. However, data deduplication is subject to
security issues because it can create a leaky channel between
two users of the same cloud storage service [16].
E. Page Deduplication

Figure 2: Cache Organization in CPU (source: [12])

Another widely-used optimization technique in operating
systems and hypervisors is page deduplication to optimize
memory usage [17]. Generally, an operating system loads
libraries which are used by programs in the main memory.
Then, related processes access to the same memory pages
harnessing the mapping between its virtual addresses and the
pages of the libraries. The most frequent form of page deduplication is content-based in which identical pages shared among

several processes are merged by the operating system or the
hypervisor. It typically enables hypervisors to save memory,
but also cache-based side-channel attacks [18] [19] [10] [20]
[21]. Furthermore, mapping the virtual address space of two
processes to the same physical pages can leak information.
Consequently, it may be used as a method to exploit cache
activities of a process or a VM.
F. Large Page Memory
The memory management unit (MMU) in hypervisors uses
memory paging techniques to improve VM performance. One
of these techniques is large page memory. Inside a processor, memory address translation is performed by translation
lookaside buffers (TLB) and large page memory improves the
efficiency of TLB accesses by reducing table entries. Default
page size used in OS is 4KB, but the size of a large/huge
page is 2MB or 1GB. Although this technique is useful in
term of efficiency, it is also subject to severe security issues
as part of the mapping of a virtual address to a physical
one. Furthermore, large page memory divulges more bits of
a physical address in the mapping process to an adversary
than the small page memory. In fact, many bits of the virtual
address remain unchanged in mapping process to physical
address. Consequently, it gives more resolution to attack on
the LLC that need selecting special sets [22].
G. Preemptive Scheduling
Using a time-based scheduling algorithm, schedulers divide
CPU time into equal slices and allocate each slice to a virtual
machine for executing its instructions on processor. However,
the scheduler can interrupt the execution of a VM and allot
CPU time to a priority task or VM. In this case, the switch time
between two VMs can constitute a security risk. An attacker
can force the scheduler to interrupt the execution of a victim
VM. When a switch happens between the malicious VM and
the victim VM, the attacker can get the state of the victim VM,
e.g., the victim’s cache activities just after context-switching.
H. Non-Privileged access to hardware instructions
Almost all side-channel attack techniques exploit hardware
instructions, such as rdtsc and clflush, to perform attacks. Furthermore, these instructions are used to measure time
Security Challenge
Shared Cache in Processors
Inclusive caches
Simultaneous multi-threading
Data Deduplication
Page Deduplication
Large Page Memory
Preemptive Scheduling
Non-Privileged access to instructions

Description
Sharing of CPU’s cache between threads
and VMs running on a processor
In an inclusive cache all memory lines in
L1 are also present in L2 and LLC
Running multiple threads in parallel
on a single core of,CPU
Merging of redundant data in order to
optimize memory usage
Condensing redundant memory pages by hypervisor
to obtain more RAM
Using large page memory to improve the
efficiency of TLB access
Time scheduling algorithm in which
scheduler divides CPU’s time to equal
slices and attributes each one to threads
Using hardware instructions in a malicious way
to exploit important information

Table I: Identified challenges of virtualization technology
regarding to the isolation issue

Layer
Hardware

Virtualization

Mechnism / Technique
Cache architecture in multi-cores CPU
Exclusive/inclusive cache
Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT)
Memory deduplication
Large-Page memory managment
Preemptive scheduling
Non-privileged access to hardware instructions

Direct
3

Indirect
3

3
3
3
3
3

Table II: Impact of the techniques on the isolation in virtualized environments. If a technique plays a helper role in the
attack steps, it has a indirect impact on isolation.

and to evict a memory line from cache, respectively. As the
execution of such instructions is not controlled, they may be
used by an untrusted process to manipulate CPU caches. To
ensure the trusted execution of a process, Intel has introduced
the Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [23]; in modern ARM
processors, the execution of certain hardware instructions is
forced to be privileged from the top layers.
IV. S IDE -C HANNEL ATTACKS
The use of cryptography is raising in many fields of computer science in recent years. Its applications abound especially
in cloud computing for securing data and services [24] [25].
Since many cryptographic algorithms are documented and
publically accessible, the security of a cryptographic system
frequently relies on the robustness of its secret key. Among attacks which target a cryptographic cipher, side-channel attacks
threaten the security of a system by allowing the encryption
key to be inferred. Generally, each application has a especial
behavier either in term of cache access or execution time.
To perform certain types of the attacks, an attacker requires
access to a VM running encryption operations. With cloud
technology that is based on the virtualization, new means have
became available to access to other guest operating systems
which are hosted on a same physical machine. Cryptographic
algorithms can be attacked more flexibly. Hence, the traditional
implementations of these algorithms need to by verified in
order to be compatible with virtualized environments [26].
A. Basic concepts: side channels, side channel attacks
In computer science, a side-channel is a hidden channel
that is exists already in hardware, e.g., in a processor’s cache
implementation, or is created using hardware and software
techniques, employed e.g., for improved resource utilization
(hyper-threading, page deduplication, etc.). Any information
obtained from such a channel is called side-channel information [7]. This channel is not a bidirectional channel and cannot
be accessed directly by an adversary. A side-channel can be:
• Inter-Process: This category of channel is usually established between two processes, i.e., a spy process and a
victim process, that run in the same operating system
space, typically on the same core. The spy process must
be run in parallel with the victim process and both must
be well synchronized.
• Inter-VM: This channel is either created between two
VMs running on the same CPU core (core co-residency)

or on different cores of a CPU (cross-Core). The synchronization between two VMs running on the different cores
is more difficult. In addition this type of channel has to
cope with more noise than inter-process channels. Finally,
a side-channel can be created through a network, yielding
a more noisy channel because of network properties, such
as the latency.
Any kind of attack that benefits from side-channel information
is called a side-channel attack. A side-channel attack can be either passive or active. In passive attacks, the attacker observes
activities of the target without performing any changes to the
target in order to obtain information. In contrast, active attacks
change the environment of the attack target by forcing the
target to perform abnormal operations. Generally, three types
of side-channels are distinguished: CPU-based ones, cachebased ones and time-based ones.
a) CPU Load-based side-channel: The CPU is one of
the resources that is shared between multiple virtual machines.
The CPU load can be used as a covert channel between
two virtual machines that are running on a single CPU.
Since different operations result in different CPU loads, these
differences result in information leakage [27].
b) CPU Cache-based side-channel: Cache lines which
are accessed during the encryption of plain-text passages, can
reveal sufficient information to reconstruct an encryption key.
Since the L1 and L2 caches are shared between processes
running on a single core and the LLC is shared between all
cores of processor [13] [28], a pattern of cache accesses by
different processing entities (e.g., processes and VMs) can be
discovered in a malicious way. For example, as part of the software implementation of AES, lookup tables are pre-calculated
and stored in RAM in order to improve performance. During
encryption, the CPU loads the tables into the cache and the
tables will be accessed by the encryption process. Traces of
cache accesses disclose indixes into the tables to the attacker.
c) Time-based Side-Channel: The execution time of applications more especially cryptographic ones is not constant
because it strongly depends on branches and the execution
time of the algorithm’s internal instructions. Therefore, different executions of an algorithm result in different execution
times. Timing differences can thus also be used to leak
information and can be exploited to retrieve secret data.
V. T IMING AND C ACHE -BASED S IDE -C HANNELS
ATTACKS
Timing attacks and cache-based attacks are two main classes
of side-channel attacks, respectively passive and active attacks.
CPU-Load is used basically as a covert channel or an information flow between two virtual machines in a virtualized
environment to bypass security policies. Table. III gives an
overview of the corresponding security vulnerabilities and
attacks. We now explain these attack classes in detail.
A. Timing Attacks
Time is often exploited as a leaky channel. An attacker may
attempt, for example, to analyze the time taken to execute

cryptographic algorithms in order to extract encryption keys.
Modular exponentiation is an important operation widely used
in the implementation of many cryptographic algorithms such
as AES. The execution time of the frequently-used square-andmultiply method, e.g.,, is not constant and can be exploited to
leak information through timing. Although such attacks are
better applicable to limited computing devices such as smart
cards, they can target also network-based cryptosystems and
software implementations of cryptographic algorithms, such
as OpenSSL and Blowfish. Timing attacks can be local or
remote. As part of a local attack, a spy program is executed
on the same machine as a victim program. In a remote attack,
victim and attacker are hosted on different machines, in a
local network or in the cloud. Remote attacks are notoriously
difficult to tackle due to the noise induced by the network.
Such attacks were first proposed by Kocher et al. [39]
who targeted Diffie-Hellman, RSA, and DSS implementations,
notably on smart cards [40]. This kind of attack are also
applicable to cloud-based cryptosystems that are distributed
among several virtual machines. Brumley et al. [41] implemented a remote timing attack on RSA in OpenSSL in different environments between two processes, virtual machines
and hosts in a local network, the efficiency of which was
later improved [42]. Cache-based timing attacks [26], [43]–
[45] leverage cache memory as a means to locally attack a
cryptosystem. An example of such an attack was proposed
for DES by inferring S-box inputs [46] by measuring the
encryption time for different plaintexts. The execution time
of an encryption algorithm may also vary due to its memory
activity, i.e., cache accesses. Cache misses notably increase
the execution time of an algorithm at run-time. Following a
similar approach than that by Tsunoo et al [45], [46], an attack
against AES has been proposed that also uses S-boxes [43]:
this attack is based on cache-collisions, that may be detected
by a cache hit (taking less time than a cache miss). This class
of timing attack does not manipulate directly cache memory,
unlike cache-based ones, see below.
B. Cache-Based Side-Channel Attacks
A shared cache can also leak information. Cache-based
attacks may be classified according to the type of side-channel
along with different attack and helper techniques used to
exploit cache.
1) Side-Channel Types: Two broad classes of channelbased attacks can be distinguished.
a) Access-Driven Attacks: The attacker tries to find any
relation between an encryption process and accessed cache
lines [15], [32], [34], [36]. Furthermore, the attacker exploits
the pattern of cache accesses by the victim. To derive a
profile of cache activities, the attacker manipulates cache by
evicting memory lines of victim process. Such attacks are
easier to perform than time-driven attacks, because they are
less dependent on precise timing information.
b) Trace-Driven Attacks: The attacker observes cache
activities, i.e., memory lines which are accessed by an encryption process during its execution to obtain a sequence of

Paper
Ristenpart et al. [29]
Irazoqui et al. [30]
Inci et al. [31]
Gullasch et al. [32]
Oren et al. [33]
Yarom et al. [34]
Gruss et al. [20]
Liu et al. [35]
Gruss et al. [36]
Zhang et al. [37]
Spreitzer et al. [38]

Vulnerability
Shared cache
Huge Page
Huge Page, Inclusive Cache
Shared cache
Inclusive cache
Page sharing, Inclusive Cache
Page Deduplication
Huge Page
Page Sharing
Page Sharing
Disaligned AES T-tables

Technique
Prime+Probe
Prime+Probe
Prime+Probe
Prime+Probe
Prime+Probe
Flush+Reload
Timing difference
Prime+Probe
Flush+Flush
Flush+Reload
Evict+Time

Type
Access-driven
Access-Driven
Access-Driven
Access-Driven
Access-Driven
Access-Driven
Time-Driven
Access-Driven
Access-Driven
Access-Driven
Access-Driven

Target Program
User activity
AES
RSA
AES
Tracking user behavior
RSA
User activity
Elgamal
AES
User shopping basket
AES

Environment
Amazon EC2
Xen 4.1
Amazon EC2
Arch Linux
Linux,Mac OSX 10.10
VMware ESXi 5.1,KVM
KVM,win8,Android
Xen4.4,VMware ESXi 5.1
Linux
Amazon EC2/Ubuntu/LXC
Google Nexsus S

Cache Level
L1,L2
LLC
LLC
L1
LLC
LLC
L1, LLC
LLC
LLC
LLC
L1

Micro-architecture
AMD Opteron
Intel i5-650
Intel Xeon E5-2670
Intel Pentium M
Intel Haswells,(Sandy&Ivy)Bridge
Intel i5-3470,Xeon E5-2430
Intel Xeon E5-2670,Intel i5-3470
Haswell i7-4790
Intel Xeon E5-2665
Cortex-A8

Table III: List of cache-based side-channel attacks

cache hits and cache misses [47], [48]. For instance, observing
which memory accesses to a lookup table lead to cache hits
allows disclosing indices in the lookup table. After capturing
enough samples an offline phase permits to infer the secret
data that is used by the victim process.
2) Attack Techniques: Caches-based attacks have been performed through programs that have been implemented in
languages such as C/C++ [18], [34] or in JavaScript [20]. The
implementation methods vary because of differences in how
the languages allow caches to be accessed. Different attack
techniques have been proposed: prime+probe, flush+reload,
flush+flush, evict+time.
a) Prime+Probe: This access-driven attack is commonly
applied by an attacker to spy on the behavior of a cache
shared between the attacker and a victim (VM or process).
The attacker monitors which cache sets are accessed by the
victim. This technique usually targets the L1 cache that is
less noisy than the other cache levels. To perform such an
attack, the attacker needs timing information (usually provided
by hardware instructions such as RDTSC). The attack is
performed in three main steps: 1) the attacker fills one or
several selected cache sets – he selects more likely cache sets
to be accessed by the victim; 2) the attacker waits for a defined
period while the cache is used by the victim process; 3) the
attacker refills the memory sets with the same data used in
step 1 to verify which cache lines are accessed by the victim.
Indeed, if a memory line was evicted by the victim’s activities,
re-accessing it requires the CPU to bring back the line from
main memory which requires noticeably more CPU cycles.
Otherwise, if the line is in the cache, i.e., no need to fetch it
from main memory, fewer CPU cycles are needed. Exploiting
the time difference between a cache hit and a cache miss, an
attacker can infer which lines of a cache set are evicted by the
victim (see Fig. 3). Ristenpart et al. performed the first attack
using this technique on the Amazon EC2 cloud service [29].
b) Flush+Reload: Many approaches use this technique
to exploit the cache [32], [34], [37], [49]–[51]. like in
Prime+Probe, an attacker needs to run a spy process
inspecting memory lines accessed by the victim process. The
attacker monitors which memory lines are evicted by the
victim process from all the cache levels. Thus, it determines
which memory lines were accessed by the victim, builds a
profile of the victim cache activities (cache access patterns),

Figure 3: Three phases of Prime+Probe technique

and infers useful information from the data processed by
the victim. This attack consists of three main phases. In
the flush phase, the attacker flushes memory lines of the
victim process from the cache. In the Wait phase, he pauses
for memory lines to be re-accessed by the victim process.
The duration of the wait phase is important and must
be precisely chosen. Otherwise, the attacker is unable to
capture the victim’s cache activities. In the reload phase, the
attacker reloads the memory lines that were evicted from the
cache to determine which lines are accessed by the victim
process [32]. To perform the attack without any knowledge
of cache line addresses, the attacker and the victim must
share the same virtual address space, and the hierarchy of
cache must be inclusive [34]. This technique does not require
any information on the virtual-to-physical address mapping
to infer physical addresses of memory lines. Thus, virtual
address space randomization techniques such as ASLR1 are
not effective to mitigate such attacks.
c) Flush+Flush: This variant of Flush+Reload was
proposed by Gruss et al. [36], based on measuring execution
time of the clflush instruction that evicts a memory line
1 Address

Space Layout Randomization

from the cache hierarchy. Unlike Flush+Reload where the spy
process reloads data from main memory during the Reload
phase, in Flush+Flush there is no memory access by the spy
process. This technique is thus faster than Flush+Reload.
d) Evict+Time: This class of attack works quite
differently than other techniques [38]. First, the attacker
triggers the encryption of a plaintext, which causes the
loading of memory pages which contain, e.g., lookup tables
into the cache. Usually, all tables are cached at this stage
by the victim process. Then, the spy process accesses some
memory pages in its own memory address space. This causes
loading pages to the cache, thus evicting from the cache
the tables loaded during the first phase. Finally, the attacker
triggers the encryption of the same initial plaintext, and
measures the encryption time. During encryption, prefetching
a memory page in the cache takes more times than if the
page is not re-fetched. This timing difference is used to
infer a cryptographic key. This technique requires knowledge
of memory addresses of the victim process and mapped
addresses of memory sets in the cache. For example, in the
case of the attack on AES, the attacker needs to know the
virtual memory addresses of AES tables and which cache
sets are mapped to those addresses [52]. This technique also
requires accurate timing information.
e) Evict+Reload: As seen before, unlike Intel processors, the clflush instruction is not available to nonprivileged users in certain processors e.g., ARM. Therefore, to
overcome this challenge, Gruss et al. [53] suggested provoking
cache contention by replacing the memory through loading
something else into the cache instead of using clflush
instruction in the Flush+Reload technique. However, the efficiency of such a technique depends on the cache replacement
policy.
f) Prime+Abort: This attack technique [54] exploits an
integrated extension in Intel processors called Intel TSX that
adds hardware transactional memory support, for profiling
victim’s cache accesses and consequently retrieve sensitive
information. Unlike other attack techniques, this technique
does not need precise timing information such as rdtsc
to detect a cache miss/hit. This is why this technique is
more flexible than other ones. Furthermore, to trace cache
accesses done by the victim, the attacker takes advantage of
two mechanisms present in transactional memories. In such
memories, a transaction (e.g., access to a cache line) is either
completed or aborted. In the case of side-channel attacks, the
attacker exploits abort signalization to see if a cache line is
accessed by the victim. The attacker creates an eviction set
to target a cache set like in the first phase of Prime+Probe
technique through the TSX transaction. Then, he waits cache
lines in the target cache set be accessed by the victim. If
the victim accesses one of cache lines during its execution,
an abort is triggered and the attacker sees this abort signal
indicating that the victim is accessing to targeted cache lines.
In such way, the attacker creates a profile of cache accesses

of the victim without any timing information.
3) Attack Challengies:
a) Co-Residency with Victim VM: A side-channel attack
requires at least two virtual machines (the malicious and victim
ones) residing on the same physical host. In a cross-VM attack,
an adversary should be able to place the malicious VM on
the physical host of the victim VM. Therefor, the adversary
needs to evaluate the behavior of cloud’s placement algorithm
in different scenarios and then use network tools such as
nmap and hping to check co-residency based on network
information [29]. In [55], they did several experiments to
find vulnerabilities in placement policies of public clouds like
Amazon EC2, Google Compute Engine and Microsoft Azure.
The study shows that we can meet co-residency is these clouds
by understanding the behavier of VM placement algorithm
according several effective variables such as launching time
of instance, number of instances and requested data center.
4) Helper Techniques for Cache-Based Attacks: Besides
the main attack techniques, a number of other techniques are
necessary for an adversary to improve the attack resolution
and to reduce noise, especially when exploiting LLC. To this
end, reverse engineering techniques, network tools as well as
machine learning and filtering techniques have been employed.
a) Reverse Engineering of Cache Addressing: The LLC
cache is large and shared between several cores: to improve
CPU efficiency, it is split into slices, with one slice per core.
Slice addressing schemes are complex and based on a hash
function (complex addressing function) that maps memory
lines to LLC slices. Hash function complexifies cross-core
cache-based side-channel attacks. An attacker can uses reverse
engineering to predict the slices that are used by a physical
address. Furthermore, finding slices of an address in the LLC
can help the attacker because of the size of the LLC. Therefore
the attacker does not need to probe all memory cache sets.
Several techniques were developed for reverse engineering the
hash function [56]–[59]. Reverse engineering has also been
used by Irazoqui et al [30] to exploit the LLC. In contrast, the
attack by Yarom et al [34] does not need to discover used slices
by address by using memory sharing. In [35], this limitation
was bypassed by creating an eviction set using large pages.
b) Machine Learning and Filtering Techniques: In a
cache-based attack, collected traces of cache activities are not
necessarily clean because of the noise induced in the cache
by other processes concurrently running on the same host.
To extract the traces of the victim, an adversary needs to
use filtering tools. For instance, the Fourier transform method
has been used to eliminate the cache background noise [33].
Machine-learning methods such as clustering and classification
may also be applied on the collected traces to extract clean
information. For instance, SVM was used as a machinelearning technique to analyze the collected information from
the L1 cache [60].
VI. C OUNTERMEASURES
Mitigation techniques against timing and cache-based attacks
may be divided into three broad classes according to the

Figure 4: Taxonomy of defense approaches according to
different layer of application

applicable enforcement layer in infrastructures: application,
system, and hardware (Fig. 4). Many solutions only protect
against a subset of attacks. Nearly all of them impose significant performance overheads. The ideal countermeasure should
provide robust security with minimal performance degradation,
while being scalable, and applicable to existing infrastructures
with little modifications. Table. IV gives an overview of main
approaches, corresponding mitigated attacks, and approach
limitations.
A. Application-Based Approaches
A wide stream of research explores improving cryptosystem security through secure design and implementation at
the application-level. Design-oriented solutions enhance SCA
resistance of ciphers. Development and code optimizationoriented solutions propose new programming methods for
secure implementation of cryptographic algorithms.
Robust and constant-time algorithms can eliminate SCAs,
notably timing SCAs. A constant-time implementation should
use instructions or operations with a fixed execution time.
However, data-dependent branches of an implementation can
alter execution time significantly. Correlations may be avoided
by eliminating conditional branches and loops dependent on
secret input data. [61]–[64] propose making constant-time
the mathematical operations used in algorithms of common
cryptosystems. Masking cryptographic algorithm inputs is
also possible through randomization techniques [52], [65]–
[67]. Time padding is another technique for timing SCA
mitigation by introducing a delay in a function to hide timing leaks [68]. Code transformation for software protection
is another approach to mitigate timing SCAs [69], notably
through compiler-based techniques [70], [71]. Key-dependent
control flow and dataflow might be the root cause of timing
variations and correlations between secret data and execution
time. Therefore, the compiler may be modified to eliminate
branches to cut any such correlation using an if-conversion
transformation 2 [71]. Timing variations related to dataflow
properties of x86 processor pipelines were notably explored,
2 This code transformation technique converts control dependencies into data
dependencies.

with proposition of several compiler-based mitigations. Unfortunately, the overhead of such techniques remains high [70].
Obfuscation of cache access patterns from secret data may
also be used to mitigate cache-based SCAs [44], [52]. Indeed,
cache access patterns leak information. Thus memory access
should not depend on secret information. Large lookup tables
in a cipher implementation create data-dependent memory
accesses, increasing effectiveness of all attacks [52], [72].
For example, for AES, permuting S-Box tables enables to
obfuscate cache-access patterns for those tables, thus reducing
attack vulnerability [73]. Programs may also be obfuscated
at source code level [74]. A code transformation approach
satisfying a Memory Trace Obliviousness (MTO) property was
notably proposed [75]: memory access traces are hidden from
the control flow of program to prevent any information leakage
such as access pattern and access time.
B. System-Based Approaches
1) System Level Counter-Measures: Mitigation at operating
system and/or hypervisor levels might be the best choice,
being applicable to existing cloud infrastructures with little
modifications. For instance, an application-independent approach was proposed to prevent timing attacks [78]: it modifies
the underlying OS combining time-padding, cache cleansing,
and dynamic partitioning methods. Time-padding ensures that
the execution time of a protected function is independent
of the function input secret data. Padding thus prevents an
attacker from measuring the execution time of the function.
Cache cleansing prevents obtaining the state of the cache
after running the sensitive function. Finally, cache partitioning
allows protecting resources of a trusted process from being
accessed by an untrusted process during its execution. Zang
et al. [76] proposed Düppel; a system to mitigate cachebased timing attacks especially PRIME + PROBE on L1 and
L2 caches. The approach consists in introducing some noise
between P RIME and P ROBE phases of the attack to reduce
resolution of the attack. The system kernel does not need to
be modified. This countermeasure can be easily deployed by
installing a new kernel process. The overhead remains minimal
(at most 7%). The OS-level scheduler is another possible SCA
mitigation approach. Current system schedulers use time as
index for context-switching among threads. An instructionbased scheduler was notably proposed to eliminate cachebased timing SCAs [79]. This approach schedules threads
according to the number of instructions they execute. Processor performance monitoring units (PMUs) [95] enable to
obtain the number of instructions executed through provided
performance counters. Cache line locking is another OS-level
mechanism to prevent cache-based SCAs in the cloud. It was
suggested and implemented by Kim et al. [88]. The approach
is based on the idea of locking and multiplexing cache lines
for each VM using a software method. The software locks
pages of a VM into the shared cache, a set of cache lines
being locked and attributed to each CPU core. When a VM
is running on a core, the VM pages are loaded to the locked
lines and cannot be evicted by another VM running on other

Level

Application

OS

Hypervisor

Hardware

Approach
Constant-time implementation
[61] [62] [63] [64]
Masking input data
[65] [66] [67] [52]
Time padding
[68]
Code transformation
[70] [71] [74]
Obfuscating cache accesses
[73]
Adding noise
[76]
Flushing cache
[77] [78]
Instruction-scheduler based
[79]
Time-scheduler based
[9]
Moving Target Defense
[80] [81] [82]
Fuzzy time
[83]
Static-page coloring
[84] [85]
Dynamic-page coloring
[86] [87]
Locking cache lines
[88]
Random permutation
[89] [90] [91] [92]
Dynamic cache partitioning
[93]

Target
Timing attacks
Timing attacks
Timing attacks
Timing attacks
Cache-based attacks

Description
Writing constant-time
algorithms
Randomization technique
to obfuscate input-data
Adding time as noise
in functions
Using compiler to eliminate data and
control depandancy from program
Eliminate cache accesses
pattern from secret data

Drawback
Very hard to write such programs
Complex implementation
Performance degradation
High performance overhead
Complex implementation

Cache-based attacks

Adding noise into cache enter context-switching

High performance overhead

Cache-based attacks

flush cache lines from
cache to clear access traces

High Performance overhead

Cache-based attacks

Context-switching according to the number of instructions

Not supported by all CPUs

Cache-based attacks

Play with scheduler’s timer

Performance overhead

Cache-based attacks

Leveraging VM placement algorithm to interrupt attacker VM

Performance overhead of VM migration

Cache-based attacks

Degrade RDTSC resolution

Affect time sensitive applications

Split cache to different
areas statically
Split cache to different
areas dynamically
Lock cache lines
by hypervisor

Performance overhead,
Limited number of running thread

Cache-based attacks
Cache-based attacks
Cache-based attacks
Cache-ased attacks

Random attributing of cache lines to threads

Cache-based attacks

Static cache partitionig

Cache-based attacks

Locking cache lines
[94] [89]

Cache-based attacks

Split cache to different
areas dynamically
Split cache to different
areas statically
Lock cache lines during
execution of threads

Complex implementation
Performance overhead
Performance overhead, Legacy
Complex implementation, Legacy
Performance overhead, Legacy
Performance overhead, Legacy

Table IV: An overview of suggested countermeasures according to each level of application

CPU cores. Multiplexing of cache lines allows obfuscating
cache access patterns of a VM from co-resident VMs. Despite
its small system overhead (2-5%), this approach requires to
modify the guest operating system.
2) Hypervisor-Based Approaches: Countermeasures applied at this level could be more interesting for SCA mitigation
than OS-level mechanisms as the cloud provider does not
need to modify the guest OS of customers. For instance, a
scheduler-based approach may use scheduler parameters to
prevent cross-VM SCAs [9]: a scheduler parameter in Xen and
KVM called ratelimit_us is used to interrupt a malicious
VM tracing a victim VM. This parameter determines the
minimum run-time of a virtual CPU (VCPU) on a physical
CPU. The approach is simple to implement, but may degrade
the efficiency of the hypervisor.
As another mitigation approach, Moving Target Defense (MTD) [81] is based on changing system configuration
to make the attack surface dynamic and consequently harder
to exploit by attackers. For instance, the cloud scheduler may
be leveraged for this purpose. In fact, the scheduler may
randomly decide to allocate the instance to a host in the
infrastructure according to the instance placement policy to
avoid co-residency between the malicious and victim VMs
on the same physical machine. On the other hand, instance
migration [82] may also be leveraged to mitigate co-residency
attacks as a reactive approach. Such a mitigation approach
requires support for detecting malicious VM and then react by
migrating the malicious VM to another host in the cloud infrastructure. Actually, almost all the actual detection approaches

take advantage of Hardware Performance Counters (HPCs) in
different ways. HPCs provide high resolution information to
detect such fine-grained attacks. Zhang et al. [96] presented
a real-time detection framework to detect side-channel attacks
conducted between two VMs in the cloud. Furthermore, they
generate a signature for the sensitive application running in
the victim VM, through different events provided by HPCs.
The signature is then used by the detector to identify when the
sensitive application is running. Once the application is identified, the detector starts to analyze performance events (e.g.,
cache-misses) of the adversary VM to detect any malicious
behavior through anomaly detection.
We already seen (cf. Section III-H), some hardware instructions are widely used to implement SCAs. The Fuzzy
time approach prevents a VM from obtaining precise timing
information, and may help to mitigate cross-VM SCAs in a
IaaS system [83]. The idea is to degrade timing information
provided by RDTSC instruction in a Xen-based virtualization
environment. This hampers SCAs where fine-grained timing is
needed to detect cache hits/misses. Cache flushing is another
technique that eliminates any overlapping access to the cache
between victim VM and adversary VM. Flushing creates
strong data isolation between two VMs, i.e., each one only
seeing its own data in cache. This server-side approach was
notably implemented in Xen to prevent Prime+Probe cachebased SCAs for the cloud [77]. However, it suffers from
performance overheads. Page coloring is an another software
technique to mitigate cache-based attacks. A specific color
(secure color) is assigned to pages of each VM. Pages with the

same color are then mapped to a fixed set of cache lines, only
accessible to the related VM. Page coloring is done either
statically [84], [85] or dynamically [86], [87]. Static page
coloring degrades the performance of virtualized environment
and limits the number of running VMs. In dynamic page
coloring, cache protection mechanisms are only active during
while running sensitive operations to improve the performance.
C. Hardware-Based Approaches
Hardware-level mitigation provides strong isolation between
processing units. Proposed approaches include modifying
cache architecture and integrating new hardware technologies,
at cache-level or in terms of cryptographic processing.
1) New Cache Designs: This class of countermeasure proposes new designs (or modifications) for the cache architecture
in processors. This approach provides strict isolation, with
trade-offs to be found between security and degradation of
cache performance. Proposed designs are mainly about the
cache replacement policy, locking cache lines, or partitioning
the cache. A new random replacement cache algorithm called
security-aware was for instance proposed [91], [92]. A new
cache architecture that dynamically locks cache lines used by
a thread was also explored to protect against access-driven
SCAs [94]. The allocated cache lines cannot be flushed from
the cache by any other thread. The Partition-locked cache
(PL CACHE) architecture locks cache lines, while the Randompermutation cache (RP CACHE) one eliminates any interference that may leak information from the cache [89]. Designs
improving security of PL CACHE and RP CACHE caches were
also explored in [90]. Cache partitioning was also investigated
to mitigate cache-based SCAs, either statically or dynamically.
2) Hardware-Based Cache Technologies: Recently, Intel
introduced the new Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) [97] in
its processors to improve the performance of latency-sensitive
applications by guaranteeing cache capacity to priority applications. CAT allows dynamic partitioning of the LLC between
different CPU cores. Different classes of service are defined
that can be assigned to each core. Thus, a portion (subset of
cache lines) of the LLC will be assigned to selected cores,
cache lines in each portion being only accessible by the
assigned core. CAT was notably leveraged to mitigate SCAs
on the LLC [98]: the LLC was divided into secure and nonsecure partitions using CAT. Thus, the pages of sensitive code
loaded into the secure partitions cannot be evicted by other
VMs running on CPU.
3) Hardware-Implementation of Cryptographic Cipher:
Hardware cipher embedding improves efficiency and security
of a cryptographic algorithm. Intel introduced a new set of
instructions in Xeon 5600 processors called Intel Advanced
Encryption Standard New Instructions (Intel AES-NI) to accelerate AES encryption/decryption [99]. With AES lookup tables
embedded in the processor and block encryption handled in
hardware, this mechanism can be a secure solution for developers using AES in their programs, providing SCA-mitigation,
notably for cache-based SCAs. However, this mechanism remains focused on AES, and is not available on all processors.

VII. D ISCUSSION
We previously identified a number of security challenges for
virtualized environments, discussed in Section III. In terms
of threats to isolation, root causes come from techniques
which mostly aim to improve the performance of a virtualized
environment. However, such techniques have a security impact
on the environment in which they are applied (see Table. I).
A wide literature has already been published on different
classes of attacks exploiting the previous security challenges
to obtain sensitive information such as cryptographic keys.
Some of them are shown in Table. III, with their mapping to
the security challenges. From this big picture, we may observe
that: (1) side-channel attacks can be applied to a large variety
of OS and hypervisors; (2) the LLC is the most exploited
shared resource in processors especially Intel ones. We also
think that side-channel attacks may target any type of system,
either a standalone or a distributed system composed of several
sub-systems with different operating systems running in VMs
which are consolidated on physical machines equiped with
multi-core processors and the inclusive cache architecture.
In what follows, we propose a number of potential solutions for the previous security challenges for virtualized
environments (Table. V). We also sketch how SCAs could
be extended, either in terms of forms of attacks, or of cloud
architectures. Finally, we conclude with some practical recommendations to reduce SCA occurrence in the cloud computing.
A. Extended Forms of Attacks: Distributed SCAs
From Table.III, we may observe that all attacks are for the
moment performed on a single physical host, considering a
single victim. Such attacks could also threaten the security
of distributed systems, where all components of the system
are hardened by cryptographic algorithms. More precisely, by
applying several SCA attacks on the system components, an
attacker could steal sensitive information from each component, and compromise the security of the overall distributed
system. We believe that, in the future, novel SCA attacks
will be performed in a distributed manner. Such distributed
attacks could for instance be performed like DoS attacks on
the memory of physical machines in the cloud [100]. These
attacks may concern distributed computation such as secure
multi-party computation [101] and multi-party machines learning approaches [102] based on homorphic cryptography to
preserve privacy and security.
B. Extended Vulnerable Infrastructures: SCAs for Decentralized Cloud Infrastructures
To offer IT services to customers, cloud providers need to
investigate how to build efficient IT infrastructures. Unfortunately, data center building and maintainance remains very
expensive, and its capacity limited by physical resources e.g.,
computing, storage and networking. Offered services should
also be reliable in terms of response and processing time to
satisfy customers. New architectures and paradigms for Decentralized Cloud Infrastructures (DCI) are emerging to solve
some of those challenges [103]. For instance, Edge Computing

deports virtualized resources to the edge of networks. This
class of architectures has many benefits such as improving
response time and cloud efficiency by processing useful data
in core data centers, and less important data at the edge.
Although, traditional and distributed clouds differ in terms
of architecture, they are still both based on virtualization
technologies. Thus, SCAs could also threaten isolation for
decentralized cloud infrastructures. However, the co-residency
challenge remains as main challenge to overcome in the first
step of side-channel attacks. This issue gets more attention
in DCI because this kind of cloud composed of several selfmanaged data centers with different VM placement policies.
C. Security Recommendations
We formulate some security recommendations to cloud
providers to avoid SCAs, especially those that exploit the
processor.
• Deactivate the SMT feature to remove any shared path
between two running threads on the same core of CPU.
• Do not use, if possible, memory deduplication, although
this technique really increases memory performance.
• Use processors with exclusive cache if possible. As
already seen, inclusive caches are widely exploited by
hackers to perform SCAs. Processors with exclusive
cache may effectively reduce the possibility of attacks
such as Flush+Reload.
• Alternatively, host all VMs owned by a user on a physical
server. By limiting multi-tenancy, this solution reduces
the risk of isolation threat, and thus the probability of
SCA occurrence.
• Activating ASLR makes these attacks more complicated,
especially Prime+Probe.
• Intel SGX does not protect against side-channel attacks [104] because in such attacks, an attacker does not
need to the content of memory lines that are protected
by Intel SGX. In fact, cache access traces of victim are
exploited, not memory contents.
Security Challenge
Shared Cache in Modern Processors
Inclusive cache
Simultaneous Multi-Threading

Page Deduplication
Large Page Memory
Preemptive Scheduling
Non-Privileged access to instructions

Solution(s)
Cache partitioning,
Locking cache lines,
Random permutation of cache lines
Limiting access to some instructions
like clflush
Disable SMT,
Locking cache lines,
Page coloring
Obfuscation cache accesses in code,
Degrade the resolution of timing instructions,
Adding noise
Cache partitioning,
Locking cache lines
Safe scheduling,
Adding noise,
Flushing cache in context-switching
Degrade the resolution of instructions,
Limiting access to some instructions

Table V: Solutions for the security challenges in Table. I
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have surveyed the state-of-the-art in
side-channel attacks in cloud computing, its essential types,

different techniques and several countermeasures according to
different levels of application. These attacks can threat the
security of cryptographic algorithms in any computing environment. This is why it is important to investigate in this field.
Actually, there are many types of research on the improvement
of attacks, adapting attacks to virtualized environments such
as cloud and finding new attack techniques. On the other
hand, there are many types of research on countermeasures
to mitigate these attacks at different levels. However, we have
noticed that there are not many mitigating approaches at the
hypervisor level. As a sophisticated mitigation level, it needs
to more investigations.
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